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nevertheless the literature on rs of the central and southern italian dialects is currently rather low. i do not know if it is because of the lack of teachers and students, or because these dialects are not so much studied. anyway i decided to follow as a good example the example of speyer 1998, (whose work i consider to be an excellent
and beautifully written guide) and i started to study my first real italian dialect, the dialect of arezzo, also called the dialect of a university, or simply the dialect of science. certainly an italian dialect spoken in a university cannot be as rich as the dialects of the provinces, but it still has a lot to teach us. if you would want to read the
same work, you can also find an english version in the book phonetics of italian (micca 1999) that we are going to talk about in the next chapter. we will continue to use this work as our language laboratory, as we saw at the start of the chapter when we cited the study of the authors. i remember when i learned spanish in university
and one of my first tasks was to learn the rondad, which is similar in many ways to the ronda of italian, but different in some aspects. the rondad has not only a set of formal rules regarding the behaviour of vowels, but also a role of rondador (or adquistor, if you prefer), that in spanish functions as the reader of the text and specifies
some restrictions to make sure that the correct sounds are produced at the right time. this aspect of the rondador is lacking in the ronda.
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the last (and best) grammar book i want to show here is from the series of "the italian series" from the publishing house "rizzoli". this book is in english, and in the back page there's a brief note from the author: "in the appendix, i've added my own examples of the different dialects of the italian language (sardinian, tuscan, lombard,
neapolitan, central, emilian, friulian, venetian) and some students wrote kind words about the book and showed their knowledge to me." it starts with a very brief presentation of the italian language, then continues by studying this writing system, from the alphabet to its pre-fusional inflectional morphology and also post-fusional ones,

borrowed words, borrowed prepositions, compound words, complex and irregular forms, greek analogues, tenses, feminine singulars, pronouns and more. as a lexico-grammatical and a morphological grammar book, it has plenty of exercises, both for self-assessment and for revision, showing the difficulty of mastering the target
language without a teacher. it's also great for students at a native intermediate-advanced level. finally, a grammar book written entirely in english, grammatica italiana del “dizionario della lingua italiana” di luca serianni is one of the author's other grammar books, dedicated to "all those who are interested in the italian language, and
those who want to learn it". it's not an extensive grammar book (which can also be a good thing), but is a real grammar book "made with love" for non-native speakers of italian. other interesting facts are that the book is not a dictionary, but a guide, first of all with the italian grammatical words needed to deal with a wide variety of

different situations, and, also, with the rules and grammar rules that allow for the construction of a sentence (there's no verbose explanation of these rules, they are just listed and explained in examples, and the book is more of a grammar than a grammar book). the book is set in english because the original reference (the “dizionario
della lingua italiana”, the bestselling dictionary of the italian language), is in english (incidentally, also the bestselling dictionary ever), but the italian lessons are all in italian. it covers all the rules of declension (gender, case, number, etc.), of conjugation (perfect, present, future, etc.), of inflection (genitive, singular, plural, etc.), and

also of the prepositions and auxiliary verbs, whilst its main strength is the explanations of the target grammar rules and their usage. 5ec8ef588b
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